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+e operation andmaintenance stage of the long-span prestressed steel structure is the core link of the whole life cycle. At present,
there are few studies on the change law of safety risk in the whole process of operation andmaintenance, especially the research on
the analysis and prediction of the change law of safety risk in the whole process of structural operation and maintenance by
effectively using the abundantmonitoring data and relevant safety risk information in the operation andmaintenance stage, which
also affects the prestressed steel, which also affects the efficiency of judgment and control decision-making of operation and
maintenance safety state of prestressed steel structure. Taking the spoke-type cable truss as an example, this paper proposes a new
concept of integrating the digital twin model (DTM) with steel structure operation and maintenance safety. +rough the
combination of real physical space dimensions and digital virtual space dimensions, it is based on a hypothetical analysis model. In
the above, a theoretical framework is proposed, and a case analysis of a prestressed steel structure is carried out from big data, and
the feasibility of applying this method in the prestress loss and uneven rain and snow load conditions is evaluated. +is method
can provide guidance for operation and maintenance management and formulate strategies in time.

1. Introduction

In recent years, China is changing from a big construction
country to a strong construction country. Although it has
created remarkable construction achievements, there are still
many problems in the operation and maintenance man-
agement of the construction industry. Most of the project
management modes are in remedial maintenance man-
agement, which needs to be deeply integrated with the new
generation of information technology to improve the level of
intelligent security management. In 2016, the Ministry of
Housing and Urban-Rural Development issued the
“2016–2020 construction industry informatization devel-
opment outline” to clearly put forward: “combined with the
application of BIM and other new technologies, focus on
improving the information standard system of construction
engineering survey and design, construction, operation and

maintenance life cycle, and lay the foundation for infor-
mation resource sharing and in-depth mining.” In 2017, the
new generation of artificial intelligence development plan
issued by the State Council clearly pointed out that “by 2025,
artificial intelligence will become the main driving force for
China’s industrial upgrading and economic transforma-
tion.” From this point of view, based on BIM, big data, and
intelligence and other technologies, it provides new policy
power for the intelligent development and safety control of
the construction industry.

Due to reasonable stress and strong practicability, a
large-span prestressed steel structure has been widely used in
national key projects such as stadiums, exhibition centers,
and transportation hubs [1]. Cables are the key and fragile
structural members in prestressed steel structures. At the
same time, in the cable operation andmaintenance stage, the
change of cable force is usually used to evaluate the safety
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status of the structure and is considered an important safety
index [2]. In the operation and maintenance stage, once the
cable is broken, local collapse or overall damage and other
major safety accidents will often appear in the structure.
+erefore, cable safety monitoring and real-time prediction
and early warning have become the key elements in the
operation and maintenance stage of prestressed steel
structure [3]. +e traditional operation and maintenance
safety management of prestressed steel structure has the
disadvantages of static information, weak risk correlation,
and low intelligent degree, which cannot realize the pre-
diction and control of cable operation and maintenance
safety risk with time and space fluctuation. +erefore, it is
necessary to provide an intelligent safety risk prediction
and control method considering multifactor coupling [4].
+erefore, how to establish a predictive control model
which can accurately reflect the safety status of structure
operation and maintenance and update data in real time is
an urgent problem to be solved. For this reason, many
scholars have introduced information technology. Zhou
and Wang [5] analyzed the problems existing in the op-
eration and maintenance management process of existing
bridges and studied the application value of BIM tech-
nology to the operation and maintenance management of
existing bridges. Relying on the steel structure canopy, Li
et al. [6] introduced an E-BIM structure based on BIM
technology for visual monitoring and developed a visual
monitoring module suitable for the operation and main-
tenance management system of large-span empty platform
canopy. To sum up, although the existing research methods
can achieve the safety evaluation of steel structure in the
operation and maintenance stage to a certain extent, the
data relatively lack predictability, and the mapping rela-
tionship in a virtual environment is lacking, so the safety
assessment of in-service prestressed steel structure may not
be ideal.

On the other hand, with the continuous development of
emerging technologies (such as cloud computing, Internet of
+ings, and big data) and the vigorous promotion of in-
dustrial informatization, the application of the digital twin
concept to realize the interaction and integration of
manufacturing physical world and information world is one
of the research hotspots of intelligent manufacturing con-
cept and goal in the practice of industrial complex system at
home and abroad.

+e term “digital twin” was formally proposed by
Professor Michael Grieves of the University of Michigan in
2003. It refers to a new technology that combines the digital
information of a certain device with the real-time data
stream obtained during the operation. It is a digital copy or
virtual copy of a real entity. It is mainly used for the sim-
ulation, optimization, and verification of the virtual space of
the product life cycle. In order to ensure that the final
product has good geometric quality, the digital twin concept
stage is developed and used in product and production
system design [7]. In recent years, digital twin technology
has made great progress and has been widely used. For
example, Warwick [8] applied DT (digital twin) technology
to its GE90 engine, which significantly reduced the number

of engine overhauls and minimized the premature re-
placement of spare parts.+e use of DTtechnology has saved
tens of millions of dollars. As a global leading ITresearch and
consulting company, Gartner has listed digital twin as one of
the top ten strategic technology development trends of that
year for four consecutive years (2016–2019). According to
Gartner’s prediction, by 2021, more than half of the leading-
edge industrial companies will adopt and rely on DT
technology [9].

Scholars at home and abroad are committed to ap-
plying the concept of digital twin to the research of
product life cycle. Tao et al. [10, 11] proposed a new
product design method to drive manufacturing and ser-
vice by digital twin. Schleich et al. [12] designed a com-
prehensive digital twin reference model for the whole life
cycle of products, which is used for the application of
physical products in design and production engineering.
Tuegel et al. [13] discussed how the digital twin technology
can be used to predict the life of aircraft structures and
described in detail the technical challenges faced by the
development and application of digital twin technology.
Ye et al. [14] proposed a digital twin framework to track
the life of spacecraft structures, and with the structural life
of the spacecraft quantified by the framework, mission
success rates for repeated flights can be maximized at a
lower cost. Leser et al. [15] focused on the implementation
of DT for the health management of fatigue critical
structures, and the DT concept has the potential to rev-
olutionize the way systems and their components are
designed, managed, maintained, and operated across a
vast number of fields from engineering to healthcare.
Mondoro and Grisso [16] demonstrated the use of strain
gauge data coupled with a global finite element model and
a fatigue damage assessment model to provide informa-
tion pertinent to maintenance and life cycle decisions for
naval ship structures. Zheng et al. [17] summarized the
related research of digital twin technology and proposed
the application framework of product life cycle man-
agement. +rough the analysis of the DTmodel, the real-
time status of the actual equipment can be obtained. With
the improvement of simulation software, hardware, and
computer processing speed, as well as the emergence of
the Internet of +ings, the wide application of DT tech-
nology becomes possible. Different from traditional
simulation technology and CAE (Computer-Aided En-
gineering) technology, DT technology can provide dy-
namic and constantly changing images according to
historical data and current data and can digitally map
physical entities in the real world [18].

As a key concept to solve the problem of Information
Physics integration, digital twin has been widely concerned
and studied by the academic community, and this concept has
been gradually applied in the construction industry. Shu et al.
[19] provided faster and more accurate procedures to capture
the spatial information required by a digital twin of a concrete
structure using 3D point cloud data. Zandi et al. [20] propose
a framework for the digital twin of infrastructure. +e pro-
posed framework is based on the optimized integration of (1)
structural inspection, (2) damage quantification, and (3)
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performance prediction. Khajavi et al. [21] studied the ex-
pansion of the digital twin in including building life cycle
management and explored the benefits and shortcomings of
such implementation. Scholar Ye et al. [22] took two railway
bridges in Staffordshire, UK, as examples and created a bridge
digital twin model for structural health monitoring. Tygesen
et al. [23] proposed a novel method for evaluating and im-
proving the performance of digital twin bearings, which is
used to predict the fatigue life of offshore structures. Siva-
lingam et al. [24] accurately predicted the damage accumu-
lation and remaining service life of offshore wind turbine
power converter in the work of digital twin framework based
on physical methods. Shim et al. [25] discussed how to apply
the concept of the digital twin model to the maintenance
management of cable-stayed bridges. Lin et al. [26] proposed
a digital twin-based collapse fragility assessment method for
long-span cable-stayed bridges under strong earthquakes.
+ree finite element (FE) models of the bridge, including a
design document-based FE model, a linearly updated FE
model, and a nonlinearly updated FEmodel, are established to
demonstrate the necessity of the digital twin-based assess-
ment. Scholar Liu et al. [27] proposed a digital twin-driven
dynamic guidance method for fire evacuation, which realized
the real-time collection of environmental information, three-
dimensional visualization of indoor layout, fire alarm, indoor
personnel positioning, evacuation route planning, and other
functions. In another study of the author [28], through the
establishment of a multi-dimensional digital twin model of
prestressed steel structure, using relevant structural historical
data to train support vector machines and prediction models,
a good evaluation and prediction model was obtained.

In summary, the typical characteristics of digital twin,
such as precise mapping and virtual-real interaction, are
accelerating the development of application innovation in
various industries and also provide the possibility for the
transformation and upgrading of intelligent operation and
maintenance safety management. It is understood that the
cost and time of the operation and maintenance stage of
buildings account for more than 70% of the whole life cycle,
while the digital twin technology is rarely used in the op-
eration and maintenance stage of prestressed steel structure,
so it is necessary to carry out further exploratory research on
the digital twin technology in the operation and mainte-
nance stage of steel structure.

Based on the deficiency of previous research studies on
the problems existing in the operation and maintenance
stage of prestressed steel structures and the status quo of
digital twin theory research, and considering the com-
plexity and diversity of safety risks, this paper analyzes the
case of spoke cable truss and proposes a typical structural
health prediction system driven by digital twin. +rough
the combination of real physical space dimension and
digital virtual space dimension and finite element analysis
(FEA) of the DT model, a theoretical framework is put
forward and a case study of a prestressed steel structure is
carried out. +e feasibility of applying this method in the
case of prestress loss and uneven rain and snow load is
evaluated, and the fatigue life of each component in the
structure is predicted.

2. Intelligent Prediction Method Based on
Digital Twin

With the acceleration of the transformation and upgrading
demand of traditional industries, digital twin will play a
more important role in more fields. But this technology is
less applied in the field of structure operation and main-
tenance, especially the direction of safety operation and
maintenance of prestressed steel structure. During the op-
eration and maintenance of prestressed steel structure, its
members will change, which makes it more difficult to
determine the influence of load combination on the com-
ponents of the whole structure. Based on the digital twin
technology, through the data recording and storage and
analysis of a few sensors, the system can provide real-time
stress, strain, and safety status of the whole structure during
the operation and maintenance process. It can evaluate the
real-time safety status of steel structure in the operation and
maintenance stage and intelligently predict the fatigue
condition and remaining life of the steel structure, so as to
realize the maintenance of the prestressed steel structure.
+erefore, it is a reasonable and efficient solution to apply
digital twin technology to structural state monitoring,
predictive maintenance, and life cycle management.

2.1. Structural Health Prediction Framework Driven by
Digital Twins. According to the main characteristics of the
digital twin model, users can get as much information as
possible about the current state and future behavior of
physical twins. In this paper, the functional level of digital
twins in the structural operation and maintenance phase is
established. As shown in Figure 1, digital twins currently
have five levels, starting from the real physical world, to level
1, and then to level 4; each level contains all the functions of
the previous level. In fact, the three key requirements of
digital twin, namely, supervision, learning, and decision-
making, are realized from 2 to 4 levels, respectively.

+e database for structural health monitoring operation
and maintenance based on the digital twin concept supports
multidepartmental and multidisciplinary collaboration for
operation and maintenance. Level 1 is the real-time status
monitoring. +e digital twin platform collects and visualizes
state data such as working temperature, working environ-
ment, and stress distribution of structural components in
real time to ensure the reliability of equipment state
monitoring. Level 2 is fault diagnosis, which conducts di-
agnosis and analysis based on the actual value exceeding the
set warning value. Level 3 is prediction, which efficiently
processes the massive data accumulated in history and
generates O&M models based on intelligent algorithms to
diagnose the probability and time of failure of products
under different usage conditions. Level 4 is maintenance-
assisted decision-making, based on fault prediction results,
to assist in the formulation of maintenance plans and re-
motely guide engineers to perform on site, effectively
avoiding the problem of missing information transmission.

+e key distinguishing feature of digital twins (the di-
viding line between level 2 and level 3 in Figure 1) is that it
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can be used as a prediction tool. After pairing with the
physical spatial dimension, the monitoring system layer and
data analysis layer start to operate, while maintaining a close
one-to-one mapping from the physical model to the digital
model, so as to find and solve problems in time before they
occur.

During the operation and maintenance of the pre-
stressed steel structure, if the components undergo brittle
fatigue failure, it may cause greater casualties and property
losses, and the maintenance works may take several months.
In order to study the safety prediction and risk control of the
operation and maintenance process of prestressed steel
structure, the basic assumption of this paper is as follows: the
safety risk factors of prestressed steel structure only consider
the interaction between the internal components in the
whole process of operation and maintenance, focus on the
safety risk factors from the perspective of structural safety,
and simplify the influence of external auxiliary factors on the
system into a constant. Referring to the technical standards
and specifications in the industry, the common and basic
characteristics of security risk in the operation and main-
tenance stage are extracted through data analysis, and the
units with safety risk factors are comprehensively defined
and classified, such as the location and type of components.
From the aspects of monitoring data, finite element simu-
lation analysis, and in-depth study of component stress and
node displacement, the main factors causing safety risk are
found out, and then the key risk factors are analyzed to
determine the characteristics and severity level of risk fac-
tors, and the evaluation index system of safety risk factors in
the operation and maintenance stage of prestressed steel
structure is extracted.

In view of the above security problems, the traditional
maintenance strategy combining routine inspection and
preventive maintenance needs to be upgraded. +erefore,
this paper establishes a structural health prediction system

based on advanced digital twin driving. +e model consists
of three main parts: real physical spatial dimension mod-
eling, digital virtual spatial dimension modeling, and syn-
chronous data-driven dimensionmodeling.+e concept and
definition are shown in Figure 2. In the physical space di-
mension, the whole monitoring period of structure opera-
tion and maintenance is taken as the time main line, and
displacement, stress, strain, and other parameters are taken
as important extraction features to interact with virtual space
dimension and service system dimension in real time. In the
dimension of virtual space, it integrates the initial digital
model of BIM model, mechanical model, and operation and
maintenance simulation model in the process of structural
operation and maintenance, which provides high fidelity
mapping for the real physical space dimension. In the data-
driven dimension, twin data are the collection of data in all
dimensions, providing real-time visualization, security risk
prediction, and control. +rough socket, RPC, and other
data interfaces, sensor, embedded system, and data acqui-
sition card are used to realize bidirectional data transmission
and synchronization between physical space and virtual
space, and iterative simulation, dynamic response, and
prediction can be carried out based on neural network al-
gorithm; at the same time, the original data and real-time
collected data are processed and optimized to complete the
monitoring of the operation and maintenance stage. +e
establishment of monitoring and early warning system
provides technical support for the later research on security
risk coupling mechanism.

2.2. Coding System. In the framework of steel structure
operation and maintenance risk prediction, it is necessary to
establish DTM corresponding to the physical model entity
and component entity. At the same time, DTM needs to
describe and correspond to the relevant information of

Physical world

Intelligent diagnosis Scientific prediction Assistant decision systemVisualization

Level 1 Description
Through the data collected by

the sensing equipment, the
physical entity elements are
monitored and dynamically

described.

Level 4 Policy decision
Based on the analysis of the past
and the forecast of the future, the

behavior is guided.

Level 3 Prediction
Reveal the relationship

between various models
and predict the future.

Level 2 Diagnosis
Analyze the historical data

and check the causes of
function and performance

changes.

Figure 1: Hierarchical structure of digital twin in the structure operation and maintenance stage.
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safety risk prediction in the process of structural operation
andmaintenance and then analyze the causes of safety risk in
the process of operation and maintenance. +is paper
proposes a systematic database in which the target model is
defined element by element according to the concept of a
creative object-based program. +e target information
model is generated by assembling the entire structure using
the ID of each element and its coordinates and constraint
information. By adding the corresponding information re-
quirements to the specified object ID in the inventory
system, a 3D digital model based on BIM is formed. It
includes all information related to the name, number,
physical properties, and coordinates of each component.
With the advantage of parametric modeling technology, the
input information will be saved, updated, and stored in the
whole life cycle of structural health.

+e ID number of each member in the theoretical cable
truss BIM model and the theoretical FEA model and the
three-dimensional coordinates x, y, z in space correspond to
the cable truss structure test model one to one. +e four
dimensions of the cable truss component number and three-
dimensional coordinates are expressed in geometric form as
follows:

ID � id1, id2, id3, . . . , idn ,

X � x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn ,

Y � y1, y2, y3, . . . , yn ,

Z � z1, z2, z3, . . . , zn ,

(1)

where id1, id2, id3, . . . , idn are the ID numbers of each
member of the cable truss. x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn represent the x-
direction coordinates of each node, y1, y2, y3, . . . , yn rep-
resent the y-direction coordinates of each node,
z1, z2, z3, . . . , zn represent the z-coordinate of each node,
and the meaning of each parameter is the same in the
following analysis.

+e geometric expression of the theoretical BIMmodel is
B � IDB, XB, YB, ZB , and the specific matrix form is as
follows:

B �

IDB

XB

YB

ZB





�

idb1, idb2, idb3, . . . , idbn

xb1, xb2, xb3, . . . , xbn

yb1, yb2, yb3, . . . , ybn

zb1, zb2, zb3, . . . , zbn





. (2)

+e geometric expression of the theoretical FEAmodel is
F � IDF, XF, YF, ZF , and the specific matrix form is as
follows:

F �

IDF

XF

YF

ZF





�

idf1, idf2, idf3, . . . , idfn

xf1, xf2, xf3, . . . , xfn

yf1, yf2, yf3, . . . , yfn

zf1, zf2, zf3, . . . , zfn





. (3)

+e geometric expression of the cable truss structure test
model is R � IDR, XR, YR, ZR , and the specific matrix form
is as follows:

R �

IDR

XR

YR

ZR





�

idr1, idr2, idr3, . . . , idrn

xr1, xr2, xr3, . . . , xrn

yr1, yr2, yr3, . . . , yrn

zr1, zr2, zr3, . . . , zrn





. (4)

In the field model test, due to processing error, instal-
lation error, and other factors, there are some differences
between the theoretical BIM model, theoretical FEA model,
and cable truss structure test model. BIM and 3D laser
scanning technology are introduced to modify the model.
+ree-dimensional laser scanning technology is also known
as “real scene replication” technology. +erefore, the mea-
sured model obtained by three-dimensional scanning has a
time dimension. Similarly, the measured model of three-
dimensional laser scanning is expressed in matrix form as
follows:

S �

IDS

XS

YS

ZS

Ts





�

ids1, ids2, ids3, . . . , idsn

xs1, xs2, xs3, . . . , xsn

ys1, ys2, ys3, . . . , ysn

zs1, zs2, zs3, . . . , zsn

ts1, ts2, ts3, . . . , tsn





, (5)

where T is the scanning time, which can be used to reflect the
state of the structure during normal use. Other symbols have
the same meaning as above. In this case, B, F, R, and S are
called the multivariate and multidimensional matrix ex-
pression of the test model of spoke cable truss. After 3D laser
scanning, the structural entity test model R is converted into
a 3D laser scanning measured model S. +en, using the 3D
laser scanning measured model as a correction factor, the
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Figure 2: +e realization of digital twin.
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theoretical BIM model B is added to the time dimension, as
shown in the following formula:

B′ � B•S �

IDB′

XB′

YB′

ZB′

TB′





�

idb′1, idb′2, idb′3, . . . , idb′i

xb′1, xb′2, xb′3, . . . , xb′n

yb′1, yb′2, yb′3, . . . , yb′n

zb′1, zb′2, zb′3, . . . , zb′n

tb′1, tb′2, tb′3, . . . , tb′n





, (6)

where B is the modified BIM model and B′ is the five-
dimensional BIMmodel with time dimension added. On the
basis of the five-dimensional model and the modified BIM
model, two important factors of operation and maintenance
safety intelligent prediction are added, which include seven
dimensions: component ID number, X-coordinate, Y-
coordinate, Z-coordinate, monitoring time T, early warning
degree (alert), and remaining useful life (R). +e revised
seven-dimensional FEA model is as follows:

F′ �

IDF′

XF′

YF′

ZF′

TF′

AF′

RF′





�

idf′1, idf′2, idf′3, . . . , idf′n

xf′1, xf′2, xf′3, . . . , xf′n

yf′1, yf′2, yf′3, . . . , yf′n

zf′1, zf′2, zf′3, . . . , zf′n

tf′1, tf′2, tf′3, . . . , tf′n

af′1, af′2, af′3, . . . , af′n

rf′1, rf′2, rf′3, . . . , rf′n





. (7)

In this correction method, the theoretical BIM model of
spoke cable truss (B), the theoretical FEA model (F), the test
model (R), and the measured model of 3D laser scan (S) are
used as the basis, and the seven dimensions of member
number (ID number) and 3D coordinates of the cable truss
as well as time, warning degree, and remaining useful life are
involved in the process so that the simulation results of the
final modified FEA model are closer to the test values. +e
final results of the modified FEA model are closer to the
experimental values and ensure the accuracy of the FEA.

According to the above discussion, the application idea
of multidimensional test correction method based on BIM
and 3D laser scanning technology is as follows: a theoretical
BIMmodel is established at the time of component design as
equation (2), and the components are drawn and processed
according to this model, and the coordinates of key points
are extracted from the BIM model to establish a theoretical
FEA model with the mathematical expression as equation
(3). Based on the analysis results, the spoke truss is tensioned
and shaped into a test model of the spoke truss structure, and
its mathematical expression is shown in equation (4). In
order to consider the influence of time on the spatial co-
ordinates of the structure, 3D laser scanning technology is
introduced at this time. After obtaining the point cloud data,
due to the error of the machine itself and the influence of
human factors and the external environment, there are a lot
of outliers in the point cloud data, so it is necessary to further
denoise the point cloud data, and the denoised and spliced
point cloud data are imported into the BIM software to

extract the key points of the cable truss structure and correct
the coordinates of the theoretical BIM model to obtain the
modified BIM model, whose mathematical expression is
shown in equation (6). +e coordinates of key nodes are
extracted from the modified BIM model, and the theoretical
FEA model is modified to obtain the modified FEA model
considering time, warning level, and remaining service life
dimensions, and that is (7), to ensure the accuracy of the
simulation analysis. +e coded database is always used
throughout the creation of the digital twin model.

2.3. IntelligentAlgorithm. From the analysis above, the cable
is disturbed by many factors during operation and main-
tenance. +e joint error and the cable length change caused
by tensile tension are the factors which must be considered.
+erefore, in the digital twin-driven structure health pre-
diction framework, the internal force and deflection in the
operation and maintenance process of cable components are
predicted by intelligent algorithm, and the prediction results
are fed back to the control system, which is very necessary to
realize the real-time, dynamic, and accurate control of each
cable network node.

For the nonlinear process of cable net structure loading,
traditional mathematical model methods are difficult to
achieve ideal prediction results. Artificial neural network
(artificial neural network), as a commonly used mathe-
matical modeling method nowadays, is self-contained for
large samples. For the nonlinear process of cable net
structure loading, the traditional mathematical model
methods are difficult to achieve the ideal prediction effect. As
a common mathematical modeling method, artificial neural
network (ANN) has adaptive ability to large samples.
+rough the learning of historical data, the mapping rela-
tionship between input and output can be found, and this
mapping relationship can be extracted and stored during the
learning process. In the prediction stage, the following in-
formation can be obtained according to the input of the
network. In the prediction stage, according to the input of
the network, we can get the prediction output of the next
period. In dealing with these uncertain problems, we can
reduce the error of state evaluation through a large number
of sample learning, so as to get the correct results. At the
same time, neural network has the ability to store and sort
data and good generalization ability. +erefore, ANN can be
used as an important technical means in the digital twin
prediction system in the production environment where a
large amount of data has been collected.

ANN is modeled based on the biological nervous system,
which is mainly used for machine learning to solve math-
ematical problems. +e neural network has two steps:
feedforward step and backpropagation step. Firstly, in the
feedforward step, the hidden layer neurons take the value of
each connected input neuron and multiply it with its
connection weight. +e weights of all connected input
neurons and the deviation value of neurons are put into the
so-called activation function (transfer function), which
mathematically converts the value into a probability value
(between 0 and 1) and finally transfers it to the output layer.
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Repeat the same process again between the hidden layer and
the output layer to calculate the output prediction.+e input
is then propagated across the network. +e logic sigmoid
activation function is shown in formulas (8) and (9) because
the logic sigmoid activation function is used in both the
hidden layer and the output layer because it can lead to a
well-trained process. +e structure and mathematical rep-
resentation of the artificial neuron are shown in Figure 3,
and its mathematical model is as follows:

f(sum) �
1

1 + e
− sum, (8)

sum � 

n

i�1
XiWi + B, (9)

where f(sum) is the activation function; sum is the weighted
sum, Xi is the input of neuron i,Wi is the connection weight
between two neurons, and B is the deviation value. Secondly,
backpropagation (BP) step is one of the many algorithms
used to train ANN. +e algorithm continuously propagates
the error backward and adjusts each network weight and
deviation value (output and hidden layers) to the direction of
minimizing network output error. +us, the prediction
output is closer to the target output, and the whole network
error is reduced to a satisfactory level. Many techniques can
be used in backpropagation algorithms, such as gradient
descent method, quasi-Newton method, and Lev-
enberg–Marquardt (LM) method.

+is article mainly solves the problems that may occur in
the operation and maintenance stage of the two types of
prestressed steel structures.+emain control parameters are
introduced, respectively. +e first type of problem is the
increase in the internal force of somemembers caused by the
loss of prestress, so the input vectors are different at this
time. +e percentage of residual prestress of the component
(%); the output vector is the rate of change of the cable force
of different components (%) and the node displacement
(mm). +e second type of problem is the change of the
internal force of the member caused by the uneven force of
the overall structure under the action of rain and snow, so
the input vector is the force loaded by different nodes (kN);
the output vector is the cable force value of different
members (kN) and the deflection value (mm).

2.4. Digital TwinModel Establishment. +e establishment of
the digital twin model in accordance with the actual
structure of prestressed steel structure is the core of
establishing the prediction and health management system
in the prototype of the above guidance method. Based on the
above multisource information, the virtual and real mapping
modeling of physical space and virtual space is carried out,
and the digital twin model of security risk in the cable
operation and maintenance stage (including real physical
space dimension, digital virtual space dimension, and data
verification service) is established.+e specific six-dimensional
model of digital twin is shown in Figure 4.

+e relationship of each part can be summarized as
DTM� (SE, SEE, DP, PCM, SA, EWS), where DTM is the

structural operation and maintenance security model driven
by digital twin, SE is the physical entity of the building, SEE
is the physical entity of the sensor, DP is the data pre-
processing module, PCM is the 3D point cloud model, SA is
the real-time simulation analysis, and EWS is the early
warning system.

In the digital twin-driven structural O&M safety model
established with a spoke cable truss as an example, the SE
module is the test model R in the coding system in Section
2.2 above, the PCM module contains the theoretical BIM
model B and the measured model S from 3D laser scanning,
and the SA module is the theoretical finite element analysis
model F. +e SA module transmits the predicted data to the
EWS module through the neural network intelligent algo-
rithm and records the seven dimensions of component ID,
3D coordinates, time, warning level, and remaining service
life in the coding system as described above.

It can be seen that the digital twin-driven equipment
fault prediction and O&M management service model
brings the following new changes to the traditional O&M
approach: (1) the change of fault detection mode replaces
the traditional static lagging indicator with real-time in-
teraction and multidimensional state comparison of dy-
namic physical and virtual digital; (2) the change of the
fault analysis mode from the analysis mode based on the
operating characteristics of the physical equipment of the
building based on experience to the analysis mode com-
bining the digital characteristics of the operation of the
physical and virtual digital equipment; and (3) the
implementation mode of the equipment fault prediction
and health management function from passive distribution
to active and precise service.

3. Case Study

3.1. Realistic Physical SpaceModeling. +e dimension of real
physical space includes structure entity (SE), sensor entity
(SEE), and data preprocessing module (DP). First of all, the
data are recorded by sensors from the structural entities in
the physical space dimension, including the basic attributes
of the parameters in the operation and maintenance stage,
such as temperature, humidity, load history, and monitoring
data, and the data preprocessing (monitoring and operation
and maintenance) is carried out according to the feedback
control and scheduling command. +e recorded data (real-
time data and historical data) are used to study the fusion of
mechanical model, simulation model, and monitoring data
and safety management information in the process of
structural operation and maintenance.

Determine the scope of the model test according to the
actual engineering model. +is model test adopts the size
that is completely scaled to the engineering for the test. +e
principle of determining the cross section of the outer ring
steel structure is to make the overall rigidity similar to that of
the outer ring structure of the original project, and the stress
ratio of all the members is the same. +e model specimen is
scaled to 1 :10 according to the assumed diameter of 60m
structure.+e test model is a spoke-type cable truss structure
with a diameter of 6m, consisting of 10 radial cables and two
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loop cables. +e three-dimensional and flat elevations of the
model are shown in Figure 5.

Based on the calculation and analysis of the structural
model, the structural design drawings, and the market
supply, the materials and specifications selected for the
model are shown in Table 1. According to the calculation
and analysis, various members of the structural model test
are selected, among which the cable level is 1570.

According to “General Technical Requirements for Wire
Rope” (GB/T 20118-2017), the minimum breaking force of
upper radial cable and upper ring cable is 33.4 kN, and that
of lower radial cable and lower ring cable is 51.8 kN and
74.6 kN, respectively. +e conversion relationship between
allowable stress and minimum breaking stress is shown in
the following formula. Here, the conversion coefficient is
0.88 and 0.85, respectively, and the safety factor is 4.

Fallowable � FBreak ∗
conversion factor

safety factor
. (10)

After calculation, Fallowable in the upper radial cable and
upper rope is 7,348N, Fallowable in the lower radial cable is
11,000N, and Fallowable in the lower hoop is 15,850N.

3.2.Digital Virtual SpaceModeling. +e dimension of digital
virtual space includes three-dimensional point cloud model
(PCM), real-time simulation analysis module (SA), moni-
toring, and early warning system (EWS). In the process of
digital modeling, the most critical technology is the accurate
correspondence from real physical space to digital virtual
space. +erefore, high-precision sensors and measuring
equipment have been installed on the key components of the
cable network structure in the operation and maintenance
stage. For example, magnetic flux sensors are installed in the
upper and lower suspension cables and the upper and lower
ring cables to measure the force of the main cable at the
boundary. +e reflected targets measured by laser have been
distributed on the ear plate pinholes of the annular beam, to
ensure that the coordinates of these pinholes can be auto-
matically measured by laser total station. +ese high-
precision sensors and measuring equipment can be used to
construct a DT model of prestressed steel structure at low
cost. However, considering some uncontrollable factors such
as machining error and installation error, there will be some
deviation between the experimental data and the theoretical
FEA data. After the tension of the spoke cable truss is
completed, the solid test model is obtained by a 3D laser

scanner, and the point cloud model is obtained according to
the 3D scanning. +e point cloud model is shown in
Figure 6.

Based on the measured coordinates of the ear plate
pinhole center and the lower tether anchorage coordinates,
the DT model was modified geometrically, and the model
was analyzed by the finite element method. According to the
analysis results, the deviation between the calculated value
and the measured value should be divided into radial de-
viation and tangential deviation. Considering the high
precision of manufacturing and installation of cable net
structure, the radial deviation of cross node is mainly related
to the stiffness change caused by catenary action of lower
cable. +erefore, according to formula (11), the modified
value of elastic modulus caused by catenary action is cal-
culated, and the elastic modulus of the corresponding lower
cable element in the DT model is modified.

ΔEi �
Fi × Li

ΔLi × Ai

, (11)

where ∆Ei is the modified value of elastic modulus of the i-th
lower mooring cable, Fi is the calculated cable force of the i-
th lower mooring cable, Li is the length of the i-th lower
mooring cable, ∆Li is the radial deviation between the
calculated position and the measured position of the i-th
lower cable cross section, andAi is the cross-sectional area of
the i-th lower mooring cable. +e tangential deviation is
mainly caused by the predetermined initial strain of the
main cable in the model. According to the measured cross
node coordinates and the calculated cross node coordinates,
the measured length and model length of each cable under
the same conditions can be obtained. +en, the correction
value of the initial strain of the main cable is calculated by
the formula. +e following equation is used to modify the
strain of the main cable in the DT model:

Table 1: Model material specification selection.

Lever Position Model specifications Model cross-sectional area (mm2)

Radial cable Up 6∗7V8 24.6
Down 6∗19V10 33.3

Girdle Upper circle 6∗7V8 24.6
Lower circle 6∗19V12 49.1

Brace
Outer circle V12∗2 62.8
Middle circle V12∗2 62.8
Inner circle V12∗2 62.8

Ring beam Outer circle 150∗150∗10∗10 I-shaped steel 4300

Figure 6: Point cloud model after stretching.
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Δϵi �
Li1 − Li2

Li2
, (12)

where Δϵi is the initial strain correction of the i-th main
cable, Li1 is the measured length of the i-th main cable, and
Li2 is the calculated length of the i-th main cable.

According to the above method, the relevant parameters
can be updated iteratively until the deviation between the
calculated position and the measured position is less than
5mm. At this time, XF′, YF′, ZF′, and TF′ in the coding system
are modified and recorded in the updated FEA model. +e
finite element program is written by the APDL language of
ANSYS software to realize the automatic updating of the DT
model. +e update process flowchart is shown in Figure 7.

Since the cable net is fixed on the ear plate joint of the
ring beam by 20 main cables, the error between measured
force and calculated force of 20 main cables can best prove
the accuracy of the DT model. According to “Technical
Specification for Cable Structure” (JGJ257-2012), the safety
factor of cables in cable net structure should be 2.5. Because
of the higher refinement degree of digital twin technology,
the safety factor of stay cable in cable net structure in this
paper is 2.0 if designed according to allowable stress method.
Considering that the measurement error of the flux sensor is
0–3%, the error between the calculated value and the
measured value of 20 cables is less than 13%, which indicates
that DTmodel can be successfully corrected. After updating
the DTmodel for the first time, the accuracy of the DTmodel
is verified by measuring the forces of 20 main cables in the
basic state five times. Figure 8 shows the force error between
measurement and calculation. Most of the errors between
measurement and calculation are within 10%, and the
maximum error is only 12.41%. +erefore, the accuracy of
the modified DTmodel can meet the requirements of fault
prediction and health management in cable net structure
operation and maintenance system.

+e key node coordinates of the corresponding theoretical
model are obtained through the point cloud model. +e
modified finite element model is established according to the
node coordinates of the point cloud model. +e local error in
the operation and maintenance stage is considered in the
modified model. +e data obtained from the analysis can
better reflect the static performance of the actual test model.

Considering the powerful programming ability of
ANSYS parametric design language (APDL), this paper uses
APDL to construct a DTmodel of prestressed steel structure.
Figure 9 shows the overall finite element model of pre-
stressed steel structure, in which the strut member adopts
Link8 element, the cable adopts Link10 element and applies
prestress by applying initial strain method; the ring beam
adopts beam 188 element, and the actual weight of reflection
plate is applied to the intersection node in the form of load.

+rough the digital communication between the OPC
module of MATLAB and PLC, real-time feedback data can
be obtained. In this way, each round of data takes less than a
second.+e new data acquired each time will be stored in the
.txt file of the specified folder, replacing the old data file.
+erefore, ANSYS can perform real-time simulation analysis
by calling .txt files.

3.3. Intelligent Prediction of Operation and Maintenance
Safety of Spoke-Type Cable Truss

3.3.1. Risk Level Assessment in Operation and Maintenance
Stage. In the early warning evaluation of the indicators of
this test, refer to the relevant structural specifications.
According to the “Technical Regulations for Prestressed
Steel Structures,” the ratio of the maximum deflection to the
span of the double-layer cable system should not be greater
than 1/250 after the initial prestress state. +e maximum
deflection of the cable truss is 24mm. In engineering
practice, it is recommended that the inverted arch value in
the prestressed state should not be greater than 1/400 of the
span, and the recommended maximum deflection of the
cable truss is 15mm. +e bearing capacity and stiffness of
cable structure nodes should be checked and calculated in
accordance with the current national standard “Code for
Design of Steel Structures.” +e cable structure node should
meet the requirement that its bearing capacity design value is
not less than 1.25 to 1.5 times the design value of the cable
internal force. +e current research is based on neural
network to detect whether the location is damaged, but such
a detection is a typical 0-1 classification problem and cannot
effectively identify the damage value and provide early
warning. +erefore, a reasonable early warning hypothesis is
proposed here, as shown in Table 2.

According to the previous definition, a complete
structural health monitoring should include the following
five stages: detection of damage, determination of damage
location, determination of damage type, evaluation of
damage degree, and structural reliability or residual life
estimation. +is definition can better reflect the whole life
process of damage identification. When applying BP
neural network to early warning evaluation of cable net
structure, all data must be classified according to certain
grade standards. +e grading standard refers to Table 2. In
order to better describe the evaluation results, the early
warning level is divided into four levels: normal, blue,
orange, and red. +e warning level obtained by the
monitoring system will update and record AF′ in the
coding system in real time.

3.3.2. Simulation Test Verification. In order to verify the
feasibility of 3D point cloud model in the dimension of
digital virtual space to real-time simulation analysis, two
groups of representative tests are selected for simulation
analysis: (1) 1.0 dead load + 1.0 live load for full span and (2)
1.2 dead load + 1.4 live load for full span. +e results are
shown in Figures 10–12. +rough the analysis, it can be
concluded that the ANSYS simulation analysis results are in
good agreement with the physical test results: in
Figures 11(b) and 12(b), all the components with large
displacement in the physical test deflection result diagram
appear in the blue and orange warning areas; under the two
conditions, all the cable force values of all cable components
do not reach the allowable stress, which does not constitute a
warning situation.
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Figure 9: Finite element model of spoke-type cable truss.
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Table 2: Warning value of deflection and cable force.

Deflection (mm) Factual/Fallowable
Normal value <15 <1.3
Blue alert 15 1.3
Orange alert 19 1.4
Red alert 24 1.5
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+erefore, the modified model data obtained by three-
dimensional scanning under self-weight state are imported
into the FEA, which shows that the values of cable force and

displacement are in good agreement, which indicates the
feasibility of PCM to SA module, and the finite element
model of spoke steel frame can be used to predict the internal
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Figure 11: 1.0 constant load + full span 1.0 live load real-time simulation analysis diagram. (a) Model internal force diagram (N). (b) Model
displacement diagram (m).
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force and joint displacement of the spoke steel frame in the
future analysis, which can ensure the measured position.+e
accuracy of moving data has good predictability.

3.3.3. Dataset Expansion. In this structure, the designed
prestress value has been applied to the cable member, but in
the actual project, due to the error caused by operation error
and environmental factors, the cable will be relaxed to a
certain extent. Prestress is a self-balancing force system in
the structure system. If the prestress loss occurs, the force
system will reach a new balance, thus causing the internal
force changes of some components, which may have adverse
effects on the overall structure. In order to further expand
the dataset for machine learning in the monitoring and early
warning system, the BP neural network prediction model
was established to explore 47 groups of different prestress
loss cases 12 input neurons: the relaxation residual prestress
percentageupper radial of cables 1-5, lower radial cables 6-
10, upper rope and lower hoop; 10 hidden neurons; 5 output
neurons: the cable force change rate of the upper radial cable,
lower radial cable, upper rope, lower loop and the maximum
displacement of the lower node of the inner strut and 196
groups of different static load combinations (30 input
neurons: different nodes loaded with different forces; 10
hidden neurons; 1 output neuron: lower ring cable force).

It can be seen from Figures 13 and 14 that the overall
error between the test value based on the relaxation test of
the spoke cable truss and the prediction value based on the
neural network fluctuates is about 8%. +e results show that
the neural network is successful in learning and testing.
+erefore, the neural network has a high simulation and
learning ability. According to the established BP model, the
predicted value and relative error value of the maximum
displacement under the internal strut under different
working conditions are obtained, as shown in Figure 15. As
can be seen from Figure 16, most of the predicted values
have little difference from the measured values. +e absolute
value of the error is basically between 0 and 1mm, and only
three groups of prediction errors exceed 1mm. +e coef-
ficient of determination R2 is 0.98, which indicates that the
prediction effect of overall displacement is good.

In the test, it takes 0.5 hours on average for each test from
changing prestress of adjusting sleeve to recording data and
then to data analysis, and it takes a total of 24 hours to
analyze all working conditions. +e BP neural network
model can predict the results with 92.1% accuracy, and the
time is only a few seconds. +erefore, ANN is a powerful
prediction tool and a good alternative method to solve a
complex problem, such as calculating the change rate of
cable force and the internal force of members after cable
relaxation.

3.3.4. Early Warning System Verification. Under normal
circumstances, the lower radial cable in the prestressed cable
net structure is more stressed than the upper radial cable.
+is section will conduct multiangle monitoring in time and
space for the radial cable under a certain working condition.
+e monitoring and early warning results are shown in

Figure 17. With the continuous loading of the structure, the
cable force value and deflection value of the lower radial
cable continue to increase. When the test was loaded for
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640 s, the measured value of the cable force reached
15,317N, and the system entered the blue warning state;
when the test was loaded for 680 s, the measured value of the
cable force reached 16,438N, which was about to reach the
orange warning line. In terms of deflection, when the test
was loaded for 700 s, the actual measured value of the de-
flection of the lower radial cable reached 15.59mm, entering
the blue warning state. In order to prevent structural
damage, this test decided to stop loading at 700 s. However,
it can be seen from the prediction curve of the early warning
system that if the load continues, the cable force will reach
the red warning value in 880 seconds; in terms of deflection,
the deflection of the lower radial cable will reach 19mm at
920 s, entering the orange warning state. At this time, the

updated FEAmodel will update and recordAF′ and RF′ in the
coding system in real time.

+rough the establishment of the digital twin model for
the operation and maintenance process of the steel structure
case, the data in the whole operation and maintenance
process can be obtained comprehensively. For the concept of
digital twin, combined with intelligent algorithm, the geo-
metric information of different components of prestressed
steel structure such as size, shape, and position relationship
is sorted out; through monitoring the physical information
such as stress, strain, deflection, and damage in the process
of test, it is proposed that the safety risk of cable operation
and maintenance mainly induces components and early
warning information of possible danger in the future, so as
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to ensure the safety in the operation and maintenance
process. At the same time, it proves the feasibility and ef-
fectiveness of the modeling method and improves the
informatization and intelligent level of steel structure op-
eration and maintenance system.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a new concept of steel structure operation and
maintenance monitoring using the digital twin model is
proposed for the first time. Taking the structural safety risk
in the cable operation and maintenance stage as the research
object, the original data of cable force and displacement
parameters are extracted, and the evaluation index system is
established; based on the digital twin technology, the me-
chanical simulation analysis and monitoring data and other
information fusion research are carried out to construct the
safety risk. +e digital twin model realizes real mapping and
real-time interaction. +e results are as follows:

(1) Combining the concept of digital twin with the
concept of steel structure operation andmaintenance
safety, a framework system of structural health
prediction based on digital twin is built from three
dimensions: physical space dimension, digital virtual
space dimension, and real-time data interaction
correlation.

(2) In the operation and maintenance period of steel
structure, the digital twin model established by using
3D scanning technology, finite element simulation

technology, and intelligent algorithm provides a
guarantee for structural safety operation and
maintenance early warning and verifies the feasibility
of the model.

(3) +ere is a change in the maintenance decision model
from a reactive call-based maintenance decision to a
proactive maintenance decision model. +e initial
model and the digital twin model will continue to it-
erate. Cumulative damage and repair history are always
updated. +rough the dual model of physics and
analysis, the maintenance team can evaluate the cur-
rent overall condition of the structure in real time and
evaluate the component performance in some cases. It
can greatly reduce the response decision-making time
of the maintenance team and the occurrence of acci-
dents. In addition, compared with the actual behavior
of many other similar steel structures, the management
team can formulate some maintenance or reinforce-
ment measures for the structure in time.

(4) +rough the actual prestressed steel structure ex-
ample, the innovative application of digital twin
theory in the safety stage of steel structure operation
and maintenance can realize the interactive fusion of
physical space and virtual space, provide a new
method for the safety prediction and risk control of
prestressed steel structure in the operation and
maintenance stage, and provide theoretical and key
technical support for digital twin theory in the in-
telligent construction industry.
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Figure 17: Effect drawing of monitoring and early warning system.
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